
How do the 2016 KLA Team Time Trials Work?  

Coach Tom Schutte 

 
1.) All Klahaya swim team members will have a practice swim meet several days before the first real dual 

meet. This event is called Time Trials. 
 

2.) The purpose and objectives of Time Trials are: 
a. To get accurate times on all of our team members so we can do effectively plan for our upcoming 

meets with our TEN age groups. 
b. To allow swimmers a meet-like environment to practice RACING for our first meet. 
c. To provide an experience for parents to get adjusted to the flow and details of a real meet. 
d. To allow coaches to observe who can swim the various events legally and successfully. 
e. To test out all of our facility equipment before our real meets begin. 

 
3.) Time Trials will be held Monday June 13th.  

Warmup 5:00-5:10 for 8 Unders and 9/10s 

Warm-up 5:10-5:20 for 11/12s, 13/14s, & Seniors 

Time Trials first event begins at 5:30 
 

4.) All of our GIRLS and BOYS will complete Time Trials together on the same day, unlike previous years. 
The whole Klahaya team will be divided into two halves; Blue and Green. Each of our 10 age groups will 
be cut in half with the top half alphabetically will be BLUE and the bottom half alphabetically will be 
GREEN. The two groups will create some fun intra-squad rivalries and good practice competition. Our four 
coaches will divide two on two to coach the two groups. 
 

5.) In recent years the old method of Time Trials had kids racing every 3-4 minutes and was not an authentic 
practice meet for our swimmers or for our parents to comprehend how a real meet works. Kids need time to 
recover from events and get ready for the next one. Every parent is needed to actively shepherd their own 
kids and help them report to the Ready Area/Clerk of Course in the benches behind the blocks several 
events before their numbered races. If you have questions, please ask. 
 

6.) The meet lineups for Time Trials will be posted on the bulletin board in the grassy field area well before the 
meet for parents and kids to check and verify; just like a normal meet. 
 

7.) Most all of the 72 race events will be included. Everyone must swim Freestyle and at least one or two 
additional individual events. We will do our best to create Medley Relays, but no Freestyle relays 
 
This week coaches will ask kids at practice the events they most wish to swim at Time Trials and enter those 
events for Monday. For kids not at practice, coaches will enter events for them. 
Age Group Events to Select: 
 

8 & unders-  25 Free, 25 Back, 25 breast, 25 Fly 
 
9/10s-   50 free, 50 back, 50 breast, 25 Fly, 100 Individual Medley 
 
11/12s-  50 free, 50 back, 50 breast, 50 Fly, 100 Individual Medley 
 
13/14s-  50 free, 50 back, 50 breast, 50 Fly, 100 Individual Medley, 100 Free 



 
15/18s   50 free, 50 back, 50 breast, 50 Fly, 100 Individual Medley, 100 Free 

 
8.) This is a practice warm-up meet and we want our kids to relax but also do their best at this early point in the 

season. There is no opponent team, we are swimming against ourselves for practice and for times.  “Prelim” 
Qualifying times at this meet do not yet officially count for the Greater Seattle Summer Swim League 
(GSSSL) season ahead of us. 
 

9.) Our Coaching Staff expects ALL team members to participate!  It is not ideal for anyone to skip this event, 
because coaches will have no accurate times for absent kids. If it is impossible for you to attend on June 13th, 
please email Coach Tom at swimcoach@klahaya.net to notify our coaching staff. If you cannot attend, 
arrange for another date before or after Trials for coaches to record times for your children and for stroke 
observation. Thank you! 
 

10.) Volunteer Timers!!  To accurately record the times from the Time Trials, we need dozens and dozens of 
parents who can click a button on a stopwatch when they see the strobe light flash on the start system AND 
click it a second time when the swimmer in their lane touches the wall.  Without volunteer timers, this 
important team exercise will not be successful.  Please step up and help with this simple task. Thank you in 
advance for your generosity. 
 

11.)  Accurate time recording!  In recent years at Time Trials, timers wrote down the times of an athlete under 
the wrong person’s name.  The results were incorrect and messed up the first couple meets because the 
coaches were given inaccurate times.  It is very important to verify the swimmer’s name and record the time 
for that given stroke with that swimmer’s name.   
 

12.)   All in all, Time Trials are fun and an easy start to the excitement of KLA racing. Swimmers should relax 
with this. They should try their best but spend NO time worrying about it. It is basically a practice meet.  
We are getting used to the racing that we will do in the upcoming meets against other teams.   

If you are not clear on things or would like a new question answered, please email Coach Tom at 
swimcoach@klahaya.net  Thanks for your support. Go Frogs!! 


